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Geater Montreal is the third largest city in North America for the garment industry in terms of labour force, after Los Angeles
and New York. The industry has however changed partly into a service industry, centered on fashion design, with a focus on
international competitiveness but also the role of fashion in Montreal’s economic and territorial development. Our article analyzes
careers in the fashion design sector, sheds light on the evolution of creative sectors, and shows how these sectors could be better
supported to favor local development, as neighborhoods and space design appear important in these creative sectors.We situate our
analysis in the theoretical context of career theories, and analyze key moments in careers and the role of intermediate organizations
and government programs in supporting these careers. Our paper makes a contribution to our knowledge of career paths in the
fashion industry, but also to the role of relational proximity in supporting these careers, and thus local development. It highlights
the importance of personal connections, the milieu in which the individual works and functions, the creativity of the individual, as
well as the role of the local support organizations and professional associations, including agencies of the provincial government.
1. Introduction
Greater Montreal is the third largest city in North America
for the volume represented by the garment industry in
terms of labour force, after Los Angeles and New York,
and according to recent statistics, Montreal has 75% of
jobs in the garment industry in Quebec (Canada), with
50,000 jobs in manufacturing, distribution, and retail. If,
a few years ago, statistics from the garment manufacturing
industry led to believe that it was declining, a major study
of the Human Resources Council of the Garment Industry
[1] indicates that the industry is rather transforming itself.
In recent years, industry has changed partly into a service
industry, centered on fashion design, that is, design within
manufacturing companies, but also a strong focus on self-
employed fashion designers who are seen as a source of
international competitiveness and contribute to highlight
the role of fashion in Montreal’s economic and territorial
development.
This focus on design is important given the important
competition from low-wage countries for the traditional
clothing manufacturing, but also the important competition
from the top tier fashion cities, such as Paris, Milan, and New
York. Montreal has tried to find a niche in between these two
extremes, defining itself as a second tier fashion city, with
no too expensive (i.e., not “Haute Couture”) but original
fashion design, including sectors such as ecological fashion
production with biological cotton or reusing textiles or fur
(the case of Harricana). As Montreal has received the title
of “UNESCO City of Design,” the City also tries to support
the various design sectors, including fashion, as this is part
of what it sees as the Creative City image, which it wants to
put forward in order to diﬀerentiate itself from other cities,
to develop itself on the basis of design creativity, putting
forward fashion design with other artistic or creative sectors
as part of an important economic development strategy.
This focus on fashion is also part of the urban regeneration
process in Montreal, which brings the city to favor creative
activities and design sectors in this process [2, 3].
Its from this perspective that we were interested in
fashion designers’ careers and how the local environment can
support their career development and thus, local/territorial
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development. The purpose of the paper is to understand
careers in the fashion design sector, to shed light on the more
general transformation of careers and work [4–6], following
Menger [7], who presents creative or artistic careers as
precursors of career trends, and to determine how these
careers could be better supported to favor local development
of this sector, as neighborhoods and space design appear
important in this sector [8].
We will situate our analysis in the theoretical context of
career theory’s recent evolution, from essentially centered
on organizational careers towards boundaryless careers.
From an empirical perspective, we analyze key moments
in these careers and the role of intermediate organizations
and government programs in supporting these careers. We
will then determine to what extent neighborhoods and
relational proximity could support these careers, and thus,
local development, but we start with some elements of career
theories to determine how analysis of fashion designers’
careers, as other creative careers, can be understood in this
context and contribute to the theory.
2. Career Theory
The theory of internal labor markets and the context of
large hierarchical firm have traditionally been at the center
of career theory, which has focused on the organizational
career. Horizontal and other forms of mobility [9] have not
been studied as much since they were traditionally viewed as
lack of advancement and thus of career. Recently, this model
has been questioned [10, 11], and some authors have shown
the importance of diﬀerent anchors that define the various
stages of a career [12] and have begun to put forward a new
vision of careers referring to the “boundaryless careers” [13–
15], or the “nomadic” careers [16, 17].
In this boundaryless careers approach, there are three
elements which interact with each other and contribute to
career mobility: (a) knowing how (knowledge, abilities, and
acquired routines), (b) knowing whom (privileged relation-
ships, contacts, and social networks), and (c) knowing why
(interests, values, and identity construction).
This new vision of careers is focused on learning,
reputation building, and identity construction [18], and
this appears pertinent for sectors such as fashion and other
creative sectors, where information, ways of seeing things,
ways of thinking, tricks of the trade, or job opportunities are
transmitted through the network and social relations [18].
The concept of the boundaryless or protean careers
[19] thus leads to an understanding of careers as being
built largely on experience and networks (knowing whom),
which contributes to develop a “career capital,” which in
turn can lead to access to some specific institutional or
professional networks [16]. For many people, however,
these boundaryless careers can actually be rather precarious
careers, as it is not always easy to develop social capital and
career capital. Career capital results from an accumulation
of career competencies and this can contribute to building a
reputation in a creative career, but at the same time possibly
contribute to the neutralization or at least reduction of risk,
an important dimension in a fashion and other creative
careers. This new vision of careers thus opens up on the
importance of networks and relational proximity for support
to these careers and, in turn, to territorial development.
3. Risk and Relational Proximity in
Designer’s Creative Career
In general, creative production is based on project-based
organizations and labor flexibility [20]. As project-based and
creative-based at the same time, creative organizations face
many kinds of intense risks. These organizations therefore
tend to organize in clusters and networks as a way of dealing
with this variety of risks [21]. We will start by the issue
of risks to explain how risk is omnipresent in this creative
industry of fashion design and we will then see how it is
possible to deal with risk through relational proximity and
local intermediate organizations’ support.
Fashion designer careers are prone to risk. Indeed, the
designers’ eﬀorts are continuously confronted with risky or
uncertain contexts. Ephemerality, ambivalence, and ambigu-
itymake fashion design a highly uncertain and risky business.
Creators of creative designs in a creative industry such as
fashion are constantly embedded in an uncertain context
[22]. Aesthetic judgment on fashion is regularly the subject of
taste volatility and contestation [23–25]. Fashion design can
be of high quality but may not always have commercial value
and the contrary is right as well [26, 27]. Thus, not only is the
creative process uncertain [7, 28, 29], but themarket demand
is also uncertain, and it is sometimes diﬃcult for fashion
designers to reconcile both objectives, that of a creative career
and that of a entrepreneurial business. However, the network
and intermediate organization’s support can be seen as a risk
filter or risk reduction factor [30–32] as we will see in our
results.
Rantisi and Leslie [8] analyze the workplaces and space
design of various new sectors, including the fashion sector.
They show that the public spaces and the neighbourhood
in which designers locate are important to them as this can
have an impact on the chance encounters and interactions
between creative workers, which can also be seen as a source
of cooperation, interdependencies, and risk reduction. In
our view, intermediary support organizations should try to
valorize such elements in the neighborhoods in order to
support fashion designers’ careers, and we sought out to see
if this was the case.
Most authors in career theory, such as Super [33] or Hall
and Goodale [34], divide careers into four phases: explo-
ration (learning period), mastery (development), mainte-
nance (routine), and disengagement (retreat). While this
vision of four successive stages is contested by others, it
does constitute an important reference. Weick [35] considers
there is no empirical basis to confirm the succession of these
phases, and the new boundaryless career theories would tend
to indicate that lines are more blurred and there is no regular
succession of phases.
In industrial and creative cluster studies [36], researchers
have been highlighting the role of relational proximity,
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after that of physical or geographical proximity. Actually,
both forms of proximity appear to be intertwined and
possibly more so in creative sectors. Relational proximity has
to do with personal and organizational relations between
individuals, and is thus more than physical proximity.
Researchers agree that physical proximity does not appear to
automatically have an influence on a sector (or designers’)
capacity to be creative. Indeed, personal interactions and
access to information networks are key factors when a firm
or an individual decides to create [37]. In other words,
physically cohabiting with other creators may be of less
importance than what was originally thought, but it can
impact on the capacity to create if it also gives way to
relational proximity.
To conclude, in creative industries, the creative process as
well as the consumption part (sale of designs) of the process
are prone with risk and uncertainty [28, 29, 38, 39]. We will
therefore try to see how designers’ careers fit into the above
typologies and how the local environment and networks can
eventually contribute to reduce risk in fashion design.
4. Methodology
Theory maintains that individuals construct their careers
by giving meaning to their performance. Personality types
and transitions of their development deal with what the
person did and how he/she did it to construct a career [40]
Since we are interested in designers’ careers, and this is to
a certain extent an exploratory research, we have chosen a
qualitative method that gives voice to the designers, leaving
an important place for quotes in our paper.
Our research is based on a case study of the fashion
industry in Montreal. We conducted a literature review
on the fashion industry, interviews with 10 intermediary
support organizations as well as garment firms and fashion
designers, in 2008-9 and in 2011. In this paper, we focus
mainly on 20 interviews with fashion designers, and 6 with
intermediary support organizations dealing with the fashion
sector, to determine the role of relationships, relational
proximity, and intermediary organizations in creative career
construction. The interviews were transcribed, coded with
Nvivo, and analyzed by groupings according to the themes
of the interview.
5. Results
We found that while the fashion designers have risky and
uncertain careers, they are passionate about their career, and
while they do appreciate some support from intermediate
support organizations or governmental programs, they are
not always well informed of these possibilities, maybe
because they are quite independent in the pursuit of their
career.
From this point of view, they do fit the boundaryless
or nomadic model to a certain extent, although when they
develop their own brand and firm, they tend to stabilize and
remain in this work status, as we will see. Indeed, as there is
strong instability and sometimes failure in these careers and
entrepreneurial ventures of designers, it appears that the role
of networks and intermediary support organizations could
be better known and used to favor career and local territorial
development through entrepreneurial activities in fashion
design.
5.1. Entering the Field and the Role of Associations. For many
designers, it is the passion for fashion or garment design
that opens the door into the world of entrepreneurship
as a designer. Passion for fashion and creation nourishes
designers and they proceed through various steps to a
personal clothing line and eventually to be present in a few
shops or have their own: as one designer mentions:
It started with my individual passion for fashion.
As a graduate, I worked in companies. And from
there, I created my own line. Then in 2005, I
rented a small space with designers, and then I
started to make a line that I presented at the
fashion week and that’s where I was selected for
a fashion show, my first was for autumn/winter
2006. This was done in 2005. And then from
there, I created my company called D13. And here
and there, I made small productions; in fact, I
do all my designs, concepts, I had a seamstress
to help me make my samples. . . Once, I dealt
with a“patronniste”, but most designs I who make
them myself, all designs and patterns, and for
samples there is a designer who comes up in my
studio as I am fully equipped, I have a machine,
I have a cutting table and everything. And here
I present my ideas in the making, I present my
online buyers, shops that support us. I have my
clothes in some stores. It’s small collections, it is not
really big production, just for 4 shops. (D 13)
In several comments, it appears that there are many
benefits for young designers who start in the business to be
part of an association, a chamber of commerce, or to attend
local neighborhood initiatives. They are gathering places and
sources of information, a good way to be known, but also an
approach that promotes informal meetings that are “source
of ideas.” It even seems there would be a new mindset among
young designers.
Visibilitiy, perhaps? To be known more, that’s
all. Well, when you meet ten people, they will
automatically say, “you work for? D2.” So ten
people know that D2 exists, it is just that. (D2)
Often informal gatherings, I find more, more. . .
generating ideas and not formal meetings sched-
uled. Formal meetings, it is information we are
given, while often informal meetings between
us,. . .we find ideas, interesting solutions not found
in formal meetings. (D12)
Well, it’s very important, there should be more of
it. . . I think we have it. . . but people do not know
us, the public does not know us. (D7)
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I think . . . Maybe a new mindset that is being
created . . . to talk with the designers. . . these last
years. Because . . . I think everyone realizes that it’s
so hard to survive each in his corner. (D17)
We found a fine example of local support initiatives
from the Economic Forum of Verdun, and the Plateau
Mont-Royal, original initiatives that foster networking and
sometimes joint initiatives between designers, even if the
world of fashion is rather individualistic in general.
The Midi-motivation (Verdun) something that
was organized here so that you network, make
contacts, . . . tell me about your business, . . .
contacts, everything.: “Ah, I have friends who
wanted to do something . . .”. We start talking and
exchanging ideas. Because the first time you go,
you’re a little embarrassed too. But after everyone
knows each other and you get to be known There
is also . . . this Prize in Verdun. Every year we
participate, we win, we do not win, it does not
matter. . . But it’s good, it’s motivating for people
like us. (D10)
First, it allows me to see all the services in my
neighborhood, it helps to know the diversity of
products, see also those who open, those who close,
to see changes in the area. It’s each his turn,
right now, there is a rebirth of the neighborhood,
sometimes there are neighborhoods that fall as the
Plateau Mont-Royal in the 60s, and they relive.
D3
Again, it seems that we must be proactive and take
the initiative to do it yourself, to get information.
In the area of fashion design, many feel they must
build their own careers, get information, and so
forth.
It’s more interesting with them (The Chamber of
Commerce). But I have to call, they do not do it;
when you have members, normally, you should
take care of them, send some information. (D1)
And when things start to work for a designer, there is a
significant challenge, to expand a business without losing the
creative side.
5.2. Developing a Business While Maintaining the Creative
Activities: A Challenge! A key challenge for fashion designers
is to balance activities on the creation and business sides.
Some fashion designers are able to reconcile their creativity
and the entrepreneurial aspect, but this is not always simple.
The desire for freedom animates the career of one designer.
When we met, it was she who approached me. She
had a design concept, I had an idea . . . she had
the marketing, sales an all that. She approached
me and said, “For me it would be interesting to
do business with you, what do you think? At first
we went and had a glass of wine, we thought
things out and all that. we bought stuﬀ, I did not
have mega-expectations. Then at one point I had
to choose, the job I wanted. I could go faster in
large companies. I could have a job . . . in the head
oﬃce. But now, I would not really made here. But
I would not work for others. I wanted to have some
freedom. That’s the choice I made. No money, but
live freely, not a very good salary but not having
someone on my back. (D1)
We observed another case where an association of people
and skills has established the right conditions to start the
business “by accident” or a combination of circumstances.
She has a master’s degree in marketing. So,
Claude, she was studying, and I, at the time, I was
a social worker, between social work and theater.
And her mother who lived in Paris, she had a
clothing company for children. She wanted us to
develop it here. . . in Canada. It did not interest
us at all. Then one day, she found an agent from
Montreal in a salon in Paris and he said “I will be
your agent in Montreal.” Ok, so within three, four
days, he sold for twenty, thirty thousand dollars.
Waah, it’s interesting we thought. . . So we got
into it, the agent sold. Twice a year, we received
the goods at home, so it was an accident in the
beginning, the mother in law. (D6)
Some people have other work experiences and train-
ing before starting their own business. For one designer,
experience and support of his peers allowed him to achieve
professional development. He does not see his career as
a lifelong commitment to one employer, but as a sale of
services and skills to carry out his own professional project,
“to make tailor-made creation,” which has motivated him
from a young age. This confirms the importance of networks
in the development of a career.
I graduated from Lasalle College in Creation and
costuming, for theater and cinema. In college, I
developed my sewing, design, research, history and
all. On the most fantastic themes. And in real
life, my first real experience of, say, industrial,
commercial work, it was Buﬀalo Jeans. So I got
to know the market, large scale production. . .. It’s
things that I had never touched before. (. . .) Just a
year and a half. But before Buﬀalo Jeans, I always
did tailor-made. That’s another aspect. Since I was
young, 16, 17, clients came to see me, I made
them dresses, creating tailor-made. Then, over
time, I varied, I do swimwear, costumes, luxury
wedding gowns. (. . .) Then, oﬃcially, I started my
business, it was in autumn 2005. But first, what
is important in my experiments, after Buﬀalo,
I did an internship with Valerie Dumaine, a
designer of Montreal. She showed the local side,
the production and creation. So it really helped
me in starting my business. She has shared many
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suppliers, knowledge. . . She is a very important
person in the field in Montreal fashion right now,
which is good. (D5)
For some designers, the initial work experience does not
always live up to their expectations, and the experience of
working as an assistant designer has been disappointing.
One of these designers has then used intermediary orga-
nizations, such as Emploi-Que´bec (Que´bec Department of
Employment) and SODEC (Society for support to cultural
industries) to prepare her own career, preparing her business
plan while being paid minimally; she wanted to make her
work meaningful while controlling her environment.
It was in 2006. I got a job as an assistant designer
for three months, but this was ridiculous. It is
not well paid. I was sewing and all that. It’s not
really what I wanted to do. Then, it was after
that, I . . . I’ve always done figure skating, and
I’ve always had the idea of making a skating
clothing line. So at this point in my life, I really
did not know where I was going, I went to Emploi-
Que´bec, there were grants from SODEC, Grants
for Self-Employment Assistance, so I applied, but
I could not apply it in fashion generally, unless it
is for a target audience with a technical fabric,
so figure skating fit in perfectly. I used the Self-
Employment Assistance which is a year’s salary,
40 hours a week minimum wage, to expand the
business, business plan, all that. It’s, I did that for
a year. I was developing my D7 company on the
side. . . Then a year later, in September 2007, I
got the opportunity to have a shop on St-Denis,
a local shop with a workshop, soI hired my first
employee, a seamstress. Then, my grant ended in
January. This grant really helped me to live from
my work, starting the company (. . .) I got the
chance to sell my clothes. So, I started with 7 styles
that I had already prepared at school, I developed
them, produced them, then I sold them. So I’m at
the fourth collection since we opened the shop, it’ll
soon be 2 years. It’s very . . . new. But it was a pretty
impressive success, I was not expecting it to work so
much. So I now have a workshop outside the store,
because it is too small, for the inventory. I hired a
second assistant, and the store is much larger. (D7)
I would say it is a combination of everything. I
always wanted to do that. The work experience I
had, although I really hated all these jobs I had, I
got a lot of experience so I’m happy, and then I got
my own line. My trip to Berlin really inspired me a
lot, it was decisive. When I returned, I started my
line. And since I got my sales agency in Vancouver,
it really boosted sales. (D14)
Here again, a designer uses the resources of local
intermediary organizations to make a business plan and start
a business after having some experience in another firm.
In fact, there are many who have used the services of SAJE
(support to small business in the form of self-employment).
I worked seven and a half years, I did some
training with F Company, SAJE, to make a
business plan, all that. Then the project began in
June 2006. D9 was founded in 2007, because I had
to go see first the feasibility, but hey, I had to create
my line and structure everything. (D9)
We wanted to identify key moments and phases of the
career of a designer, but for many it is diﬃcult to identify
really decisive key moments and phases. If some can identify
an important event, press event, then a national event for
example, the career phases seem to be somewhat blurred, and
the exploration phase often reappears when new projects or
ideas surface. “Success” also takes on diﬀerent forms; it can
be achieved through a presence in an important magazine, a
TV show, a national or international newspaper, and a huge
recognition in the media. But for others, these aspects are
irrelevant. From creation to production, and sales, they just
invest themselves and find that it is “rewarding.” This seems
to be closer to Weick’s [35] view than to that identifying a
series of successive stages in a career [33, 34].
Milestones in my career? All steps are important.
Yes, because . . . When you change from one field
to another, you discover much,. . . the evolution of
the garment, a product from A to Z, and diﬀerent
ways, because companies are diﬀerent from one
another, because the products also are diﬀerent,
the approaches are diﬀerent. what is good, working
in companies, is that we choose our own styles and
creations, we follow up with our clothes, that’s very
interesting, very rewarding. (D13)
There are those who focus more on the spirit that ani-
mates them; the values that guide choices and adjustments.
Thus, one explains his choice of career and says his artistic
“creativity, originality, and aesthetics are reformulated and
reinvented in the prism of passions,” in relation to history,
photography, and dance.
I found nothing in men’s clothes for me . . . there
was always the golf look, the businessman look,
the jeans look, the gay look, and so forth . . . So I
told myself I love history,. . . I would not necessarily
get dressed like Mozart, but. . . there are not many
traditional costumes in Quebec. . . we do not have
the Indian Sari, the Scottish Kilt, the Japanese
kimono, so I thought what is the design in Quebec,
what is it that can be done as an alternative
fashion style for men to break their usual look,
without falling into the transparent, crazy styles
that look gay. I saw Gauthier’s work in the 80s
and I thought: “well that’s fine but nobody will
buy it, nobody can wear it, or only for one hour
on one night. So I thought I really must make a
collection. . . (D3)
Photography is always a passion just as clothing.
I studied fashion design. Later, mixing the two,
the two disciplines. In photography, I have no
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training. But I always liked that. So that’s one of
my passions. (D8)
I know that dance led me to movement. And I
always liked . . . the movement in clothing, for
me, clothes have to move. It’s not cardboard box
tailoring. For me, it must move. Dance has served
me well. And the rest is. . . a lot of intuition,
fashion takes a lot of instinct, you must always be
a little ahead of everybody. But. . . we work all day.
So we certainly have a lead over everyone. . .. Now,
there’s glamor, there is too much glamor. . . but
we will return to the severe. Because everything is
too glamorous. That’s the kind of intuition I use.
Intuition . . . artistic dancer or . . . It’s an intuition.
(D12)
The creation of the entire garment in its own space
is important to some and the creative dimension is put
forward, compared with the work of a writer who has to write
his ideas on paper and work on them.
Everything is created here. As a writer who writes
a line every day in his book, I write downmy ideas.
This is my culture, my personal baggage. Yes, I
am very influenced by the past, costume history,
history of art. Sociology through the ages, which
could influence a wedding dress, a ball gown. . .
to know many religions. . . I really need to know
history. Because it’s sure my sources of inspiration
are really. . . in art history, costume history . . . I
read no fashionmagazines, I do not look at fashion
magazines. (D3)
For another designer, it is also a questioning of “life,” the
desire to change the world and do “something positive” in
society. He wants to have a commitment and support a social
cause.
In fact, it is a challenge in my life. I thought
the world was wrong and I had to do something
positive. . . I was working . . . 9 to 5, I got up,
I worked, I ate, I worked. I thought it was too
routine. I had to bring something to society, more
than just work and have money. And then, there
were opportunities that presented themselves, I
met Pascal. After that, I worked part time. Where
I worked, they knew what I was doing and they
were supportive. They said: “Go ahead with your
project!”. (D11)
For many, one of the key moments in the career is the
moment of recognition from their peers in fashion shows and
other visual events, such as photo shootings, that highlight
one’s creativity or contribute to reputation.
The milestones . . .the beginning of D12 was
very striking, because it was super creative. It
had a “hell of a reputation” in Montreal. It
was really recognized as a leader in new cou-
ture. It was the theatrical fashion-shows. It was
good, though challenging, this period. Then a
musical comedy where your name appears for
the costumes. . .everyone congratulates you. . .as it
happened recently in Paris, my god ! . . . There are
all sorts of things. But let us say that the beginnings
were very, very strong. It started really in the 70′s,
80′s, fashion journalists were really hung up on us.
(D12)
It is happening now. Because right now, we are
really growing . . . it really has doubled since last
year,. . . yesterday we did our 2010 shoot. . . the col-
lection will be more interesting than ever. I would
say, right now, there really is a breakthrough, and
we are heading in the right direction. (D1)
This brings us to the role of reputation in building careers
of designers, since it is related to key moments of recognition
and highlights again the role of networks and relational
proximity in the development of a career, and eventually in
local development as well.
5.3. The Role of Reputation in Career Construction. In
the writings that deal with reputation in connection with
careers, many agree that reputation is an intangible asset,
linked strongly to the perceptions and public response
to the creativity of the company [41], while others will
consider reputation to be mainly related to fame, whether
this is justified or not ([42] page 431). For Yagoubi [43],
relationships based on recognition of social esteem are a
prerequisite for professional achievement and strengthening
the fashion designers and creative careers in general. There
appear to be four conditions associated with recognition
[43]:
(i) expectations of the environment,
(ii) cooperation with peers,
(iii) investment in the community,
(iv) and individual self-realization.
For many of our designers, reputation management
involves a certain visibility, reputation, and credibility of
their organization. This is what [43] is called “spectac-
ularization” or highlighting of social recognition. In this
environment, designers are somehow staged in a show;
fashion designers find themselves in various events:
We did three big shows: Montreal Crafts Fair, the
One of a kind in Toronto and the Vancouver Circle
Craft is new this year. . . .that, plus the shops, we
need big productions to go in these places to sell
our goods. It goes very quickly. We make a lot of
money. . . (D1)
For this designer, reputation is one component of
branding. His reputation demonstrates his ability to provide
meaningful results for stakeholders in the fashion world.
It’s been almost 20 years, in parallel with the
CEGEP or other projects, it’s been 20 years that
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I’ve worked for other designers, I have built several
brands that still exist today. One of the highlights
of my entry into the world of Que´bec creators is
when I was manager of the Revenge store in 1989,
on St. Denis. At the time, the store represented
Quebec products, like a museum. (D3)
For the same designer, reputation also derives above all
from his creativity, which is influenced by his childhood,
music, and fashion history. In fact, this is as much the
designer’s image as a way to take his place in history.
Obviously, my childhood, my past, classical music
has influenced my brand, that’s for sure, . . .history
of costume, music history, fashion history, all
influence the choice of materials, I work with all
religions today. . .. It is really a way to position
myself in history. Many brands do not know where
they are located in history. In terms of design,
many do not know if anyone has done the same
before, if the product will last one season, or 100
years, or if it’s something. . . that was created just
for 2 weeks. There are diﬃculties, both for people
to position themselves in the history of costume,
to ensure a good choice of buttons, buttonholes,
collars, false or real pockets, . . .that’s what will
influence the strength of a brand. (D3)
For one designer, reputation management is essentially
using diﬀerent initiatives to orchestrate more subtle public
relations, such as “word of mouth,” to promote his brand or
his corporate reputation. Several emerging designers opt for
this approach.
In fact, my product, it is the same from the
beginning, I have a fairly underground approach
to the promotion, I use a lot of word of mouth.
So with the quality, as many customers love what
I do, my client network widens this way. My
shops also helped me. The distribution to stores,
customers that I did not necessarily access, they
will discover D5. Ah, D5, what is it? They start to
know me in this way alongside other brands. (D5)
For another designer, reputation is seen from the per-
spective of social identity, as an important resource with
a significant impact on performance and reputation as an
international brand. She tries to transmit her values and
show she is sincere in “beautiful catalogs.”
Competitive advantage, first, I think we have
succeeded in building a strong identity. D6 is
synonymous with design, creativity, innovation.
The design is extremely important to us, we make
clothes also to have fun and make beautiful things.
This. . .is also reinforced by beautiful catalogs. The
last one was done in Russia. So that takes us on the
map with our global brand reputations, not only
local, Quebec and all that. (. . .) And we do two
catalogs a year, there are catalogs shot in diﬀerent
countries. We went to Cuba, Mongolia, Morocco,
Peru, places like this. So all this reinforces that
identity. We do not compete on price. Our market
is not a high volume market. It’s a little niche
market . . . (D6)
This leads to confirm the importance of local support
not only in developing local markets, but also for the
international market, which is essential for many designers
to succeed, as the local market is to a certain extent quite
limited. Some intermediary organizations (SODEC, SAGE)
can oﬀer support to young designers wishing to develop
international activities, but they again appear to be known to
only a few designers, usually those who have been present in
the market for a few years. There is surely a niche to develop
here, in terms of support to young designers for access to
international markets which can support the development
of their career and, in turn, contribute to local/territorial
development in the city where the designer is established.
6. Conclusion
We found that while fashion designers have risky and
uncertain careers, they are passionate about their career, and
while they do appreciate some support from intermediate
support organizations or governmental programs, they are
clearly not well informed and appear to be quite independent
in the pursuit of their career. From this point of view, they do
fit the boundaryless or nomadic model [13–15] to a certain
extent, although when they develop their own brand and
firm, they tend to stabilize and remain in this work status.
The analysis of these careers shows that the reality may often
be between the traditional organizational career and the
boundaryless/nomadic career.
Our study of the fashion designers’ careers shows that it
is apparently diﬃcult for them to define the various stages of
a career [12]. The development of a reputation, of a “brand,”
is extremely important for them and we find that this can be
done in diﬀerent ways and take more or less time, at diﬀerent
stages in the career, according to the various individuals.
While some may have created their firm or bought a shop
early on in their career, others spent more time in a large
firm, to learn the tricks of the trade.
Our interviews confirm the vision of the three Ks (know-
ing whom, why, and how) and their importance in building
a career, but these elements have more or less importance
according to the individual designer. All are animated by a
clear passion for their work (knowing why: interests, values,
and identity construction), and it appears essential of course
to have the know-how, and then for many knowing whom
(privileged relationships, contacts, and social networks) does
come out as an important dimension to build a career
and contribute to local/territorial development. It can be
either the mentor who oﬀers to share knowledge, access to
precious resources such as good seamstresses, information
on activities, and shows and it can sometimes be closer to
the media world, in terms of access to press, fashion media,
and the like. There is some contribution from intermediary
organizations, but this source of support is rather little
known by designers, especially at the start of their careers,
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while this could be of use to them. As there are nonnegligible
barriers to the entry of the profession, it would be important
for designers to be better informed of the support they can
get.
As we know, fashion design as any other art form or
artistic career can be the subject of contestation and taste
volatility. It can be of high quality but may not always be of
commercial value, which makes it a rather risky endeavour.
However, it is interesting to see that many designers (in
particular D3) consider it more important to establish an
identity, to place oneself in a historical perspective and not be
so sensitive to taste volatility in order to succeed and establish
oneself in the local market.
Thus, while the market demand and the creative process
are recognized as uncertain and while it is sometimes diﬃcult
for fashion designers to reconcile both objectives, one of a
creative career and the other of an entrepreneurial business,
it appears that peer or associational support can contribute
to reduce uncertainty but local intermediary organizations
appear not to be well known by young designers.
In terms of social and practical implications, our results
show that young designers do not know the resources that
could be available to them, and while more established
designers sometimes help out, associations and interme-
diary organizations are very useful and could be more
active in supporting young designers’ careers. Indeed, as
there is strong instability and sometimes failure in the
entrepreneurial ventures of designers, it appears that inter-
mediary support organizations at the local level could help
not only the designers themselves, but also simultaneously
local and territorial development, as designers boutiques can
have an important impact on the local environment, as they
do in Mile End and Plateau in Montreal.
On a more general note, this research is interesting not
only for the fashion design sector, but also for all creative
careers, on which there is relatively little research, while these
sectors are considered more important for today’s economy
and territorial development. Indeed, it sheds light on one of
the forms of boundaryless careers, but leads to nuance the
vision of permanent voluntary mobility sometimes attached
to this theory. It also shows that even in the context of these
nomadic careers, individuals still need to develop their skills
and experience, and intermediary support organizations or
professional associations could do a lot from this point
of view. This may also be pertinent for other creative
careers in today’s economy, and it might be interesting
to maintain links between large firms and these nomadic
workers, as both can probably gain from continued relations,
and these networks could surely benefit the younger workers,
in fashion as in other creative industries possibly.
In our view, this new analysis of a type of career often
described as boundaryless or nomadic presents interesting
elements to understand other creative sectors and their con-
tribution to local economic development. It also highlights
the interest of the “knowing why, how, and especially whom”
typology in a given context, but also indicates they may be
useful for understanding the importance of networks and
relational proximity in other creative careers. Our research
thus contributes to a better understanding of designers’
careers, and also the support which cities and intermediary
organizations could bring to them to favor the development
of their career and also local/territorial development more
largely.
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